Abstract
Introduction
Web Services signal a new area of lightweight distributed application development. One of the design goals for Web Services is to allow companies and developers to share services with other companies in a simple way over the Internet. They are an easy way to create and consume services over the Internet. Web services are self contained, self-describing modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked across the Web.
However, certain type of applications requires developing more composite Web service in order to achieve more sophisticated application purposes. Then, with the success of mobile devices like cellulars and pda, Web service access becomes a necessity.
However, most existing mobile devices can not support XML web services. This is why an alternative mode of access should be provided. Thus, an intermediate module called gateway is usually used in order to play the role of interface between the mobile device and Web services. The drawbacks of such a module is that it only supports asynchronous communication and may have some effect on the performance and QoS. In this paper, we propose a performance evaluation study of mobile access to web services considering the gateway scenario. The model takes into account the gateway message processing strategies and the complexity of the web services. We use Markov chain in order to evaluate the performance of the requests process.
This paper is organised as follows : in Section 2, we present the Web service concept and introduce composite and mobile Web services. Section 3 de£nes the model after, we present some numerical computations in Section 4. Finally, last Section presents the main contribution of this work and gives future prospects.
Web Services
The huge success of Web Services is due to the fact that they show strong indications of cross-platform, crosslanguage compatibility [11] . In fact, Web services are built over XML and their framework is divided into three areas (communication protocol, service description, and service discovery) and speci£cations are being developed for each one:
• the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [10] , which enables communication among Web Services, • the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [1] , which is a registry of Web Services descriptions • the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [5] , which provides a formal, computer-readable description of Web services.
Web services collaboration relies on an interaction model where the different components, service provider, directory service, and service consumer ensures the following roles:
Figure 1. Interaction between the different components
• Service provider hosts an application which implements one or several web services. It should register the service into a directory server (UDDI).
• Service consumer locates the desired service by searching the directory server. Once located, it communicates directly with the service provider.
• Directory service is used by a provider to publish or update information concerning its services and by a consumer to search and locate services.
The relationship between these three architectural blocks is shown in the £gure 1. A typical Web services scenario, is a business application (client) sends a request to a service at an URL. The service receives the request, processes it, and returns a response. An often-cited example of a Web service is that of a stock quote service, in which the request asks for the current price of a speci£ed stock and the response returns the stock price.
Web service technologies are currently limited to support simple services computations. This limitation is due essentially to the WSDL standard semantics [5] . In fact, WSDL speci£cation describes a Web service as a set of basic operation. It offers four operation models ; each model is de£ned by a formatted messages exchange schemas ; requestresponse and noti£cation-response, for two ways operation and solicitation, noti£cation for one way operation. For the two ways operation's model, the WSDL specify either a synchronous or an asynchronous execution of the data exchange (e.g RPC model for synchronous and document model for asynchronous).
Thus, certain type of applications require developing more composite Web service in order to achieve more sophisticated application purposes. This kind of services may often be encountered in two cases. First, when a web service is developed as an agent, it is composed of a set of accessible operations and a process model which schedules the invocation to a correct use of the service. Secondly, facing the capability limits of Web services, composite services may be obtained by aggregating (composing) existing Web services in order to create more sophisticated services (and this in a recursive way).
Web Service Composition
Composition requires the de£nition of collaboration activities and data exchange messages between involved Web services. Different mechanisms are used to describe the composition of Web services into more complex processes. Depending on the requirement, there are two manner of composition: orchestration or choreography.
In orchestration, a process takes control over the involved Web services, coordinates and manages their invocation. Thus, the involved Web services are unaware of the existing of other services and that they are involved into a composition process.
Choreography does not rely on a central process. Rather, each service is aware of the composition process and knows exactly what to do, how, and with whom to interact. It is more a collaborative work, where each service has his own role.
In both cases, the composition is totally transparent for the client. In fact, despite the manner a Web service is composed, it is still viewed as a simple Web service, i.e. it receives an invocation of a service, executes it and sends a reply. The only difference between a composite Web service and a simple one (not composed of other Web services) is that the composite one may invoke one or several simple or composite Web services in order to execute the service.
Mobile devices to access Web services
Today research and technological solution mixing web services and mobile devices go in two directions. The £rst consider the services as mobile entities moving in devices for a local access [6] [2] . The second consider mobile devices to access web services. The main objectif of mobile Web service to create Web service standards that will enable new business opportunities in the mobile space and to deliver integrated services across £xed (wired) and mobile networks [9, 8] . Mobile Web services use existing industry standard Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based Web services architecture to expose mobile network services to the broadest audience of developers.
In fact, mobiles are more and more used, not only to carry out basic tasks but also to offer Internet connection and the possibility of bene£ting from all available services. Thus, a customer does not limit himself any more to the use of cellular phone as a mean of communication but he would like also to use it, for example, to know the ¤uctuation of the market stock, etc. Actually most mobile network offers services that allow information to be pushed to mobile devices or to access some £xed services. Web services, in the context of mobile computing, is about the notion of devices that can move in and out of service areas, and at the same time £nd and invoke Web services as needed. But, before it can be possible, certain architectural and techniques consideration must be addressed in order to handel mobility and performance aspects to access Web services. Two types of access can be considered. direct access the £rst approach consider that mobile devices can directly access web services. Which means that such devices can support a SOAP client. This solution is very restrictive for universal access scenario and thus for several reasons. First of all, it supposes that all the devices (phones or PAD) can support Web services. Secondly, the access might have some performance costs related to slow data speeds while SOAP message are XML based and the XML data need a large bandwidth [7] [13] for SOAP latency studies. Finally, this solution requires additional tools to hide the complexity.
Indirect access the second approach, which is considered in this work, is a two phases access. It involves an intermediary entity called gateway [14] . A gateway plays the role of a SOAP/HTTP client by handling the request and the response. It returns results back to the mobile device in a supported format such as text-message, voice data or services Data. However, the gateway approche presents some drawbacks. Mainly, the con£guration can not handle a synchronous web service access while the user can switch area during the session. Synchronous and mobile devices are not terms that go well together. Thus, this con£guration requires asynchronous Web services 1 .
discussion
Each of the two scenarios (direct and indirect accesses) presents some advantages and drawbacks. The direct access seems to be more suitable for existing web services (it supports easily synchronous access, no modi£cation of the Web services implementation) but it requires more technological constraints which go against an universal access. The indirect scenario based on the gateways is more realistic but it decreases the Qos and the Web services performance. The performance decrease rate depends on the implementation of the gateways and the complexities of the web services (composite ones). In this paper, we propose a performance evaluation study of mobile access to web services considering the gateway scenario. The model takes into account the gateway message processing strategies and the complexity 
Architecture for mobile device Web services access
In this paper, we consider an indirect access architecture using gateways. The wireless environment, in our architecture (see £gure 2), is composed of a set of cells. Each cell corresponds to a geographical area covered by the wireless network. In each cell, there is a set of Gateways aiming to handle users' requests in the corresponding area.
To access a Web service, the protocol is as following:
1. The User Side (US) can ask the gateways to £nd a Web service. The Gateway Side (GS) offers the search task as cell internal services and thus with the appropriate technology of the device (e.g Wap, sms, etc). The GS searchs in UDDI registries and returns the located Web services for choice. 2. The US can ask for information concerning a giving Web service. GS locates its WSDL and returns an abstraction (operation and needed information) in an appropriate format (e.g emulation of a SOAP client in WML page). 3. The US can choose the operations and send the request. GS creates a client for the corresponding service, formates the user information in SOAP message and invokes the service. Note that, in our architecture, we consider only asynchronous services. Web services developed to be used by mobile users must be asynchronous and must prevent a vocal response (number to call) or by SMS.
The £rst and the second steps are optional if the user already knows the Web services. So, the Web service invocation considered here is a request sent from the user in a context of speci£c cell to be processed by one of the associated gateways. In the frame of this architecture the performance [15] of the Web services access depends on how to response to three questions:
1. how a given area Cell treat the user requests ? 2. how the Web service treat the client request? 3. is it an simple or a composed one?
In this study, we propose a performance evaluation model for this architecture in the context of a speci£c conceptual solution to each of the raised questions. First of all, we consider that each area or cell is composed of £xed number of gateways. Secondly, user requests, for a given cell, are queued in a shared buffer (a buffer for each cell). User requests are processed by the £rst free gateway according to FCFS (First Come First Served) discipline. A user request is moved to the target cell buffer if the user switches to another cell (before his request being processed). The gateway is free when it sends the SOAP request to the Web service. Finally, we suppose that all the web services server use the same strategy which mean that the client request are queued and processed according to FCFS discipline. In addition, we consider that a Web service is either a simple or a composite one within a £xed probability. So, a client request is processed when the most simple service (in the composition tree) processes the request.
The model
In this model, we present a mathematical model associated to a considered architecture. We consider a model in which users move along an arbitrary topology of K cells. Each cell has the same capacity of m channels. In our previous study [4] , we have evaluate the performances of mobile networks without web services. In this paper, we consider that we have N web servers.
We suppose that the arrivals of requests in each cell i follow a Poisson process with rate λ i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ K. The distribution of the service time in each cell i is assumed to be an exponential distribution with rate µ ci .
The queuing discipline in the Web server queues is assumed to be FCFS. If a user from cell i did not change its position, its request is routed to the corresponding Web server queue j, with probability p i0j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , else the request is routed to the cell k where the user is actually connected, with the probability p ik for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
The distribution of the service time in each Web server i is assumed to be an exponential distribution with rate µ si . When a request takes place in the Web server queue i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , it is served as follows: at this end of the service in Web server queue i, if the current request needs to be served by another Web server, the request is routed to the server queue j with probability q ij otherwise it is routed outside with probability q i0 .
The considered model can be described by a continuous time Markov chain denoted X(t).
T o describe this chain, we de£ne the state x by (x c1 , x c2 , ..., x cK , x s1 , x s2 , ..., x sN ) where x ci is the number of requests in the cell i, and x sj is the number of requests in Web server s j , ∀1 ≤ c i ≤ K and ∀1 ≤ s j ≤ N . Thus, X(t) constitutes Markov chain in a continuous time. We denote by Π(x) its stationary probability distribution.
In order to understand the behavior of X(t), we give its state evolution of x(t).
with rate x ci µ ci p ij if x ci < m or mµ ci p ij else
with rate x ci µ ci p i0j
with rate µ si q ij if x si > 0
In the previous evolution equations, the different lines mean:
• (1) means that there is an arrival of a request in cell i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K with rate λ i .
• (2) means that there is a service of request in cell i, with rate x ci µ ci if x ci < m else with rate mµ ci . but the user have already moves from cell i to cell j, thus the request is moved to the corresponding cell j with probability p ij to be served by this cell.
• (3) is the same as (2) but the user is still in the same cell, so the request is routed to the corresponding Web server s j to be served with the probability p ij .
• (4) and (5) mean that the request is served by the Web server s i with rate µ si . In (4), the request is routed outside with probability q i0 and in (5), the request needs to be served by another Web server s j , so it is routed with probability q ij
The considered model ful£l the following assumptions:
• The considered model is Jackson network [3] , thus, it has a product-form solution as follows:
For the computation of π ci (c i ), it is the solution of a classical M/M/m queue which is given in the following :
For the computation of π si (s i ), it is the solution of a classical M/M/1 queue which is given in the following: The computation of the stationary probability distribution Π of the considered model is quite simple as explain before because it is independant of the values of K and N .
Numerical computation
In this Section, we give some numerical results of performance measures. All our computations were done on a Pentium-PC 1.6Ghz, 256MB, with Scilab 2.7.2 [12] We plot the response time by varying the request arrival rate. Thus, in £gure 4, we have considered two cases. In one case, we have considered two cells and each cell is composed of 5 channels and in the other case, each cell is composed of 20 channels. We can notice that, in this £gure, we have obtained the expected results, in fact, the response time with m = 5 is upper than with m = 20. In £gure 5, we have also considered two cases. In one case, we have considered three cells and each cell is composed of 5 channels and in the other case, each cell is composed of 20 channels. We make the same remark that in the case with two cells.
Thus, we can see in both £gures 4 and 5 that the response time increases when λ i increases and of course the response time decreases when the channel number in each cell increases.
We did not vary all the parameters because the objective of the paper is to show how to model the considered architecture by a Markov chain and how the resolution is very simple (product-form network). Thus, we can deduce easily several performance indices from the solution of the model. 
Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a model based on Markov chains in order to evaluate an architecture based on mobile access to composite web services considering the gateway scenario The model takes into account the gateway message processing strategies and the complexity of composite web services. The advantage of this model is that it is a product-form queuing network. The considered model ful£l the Jackson assumptions. Thus, it has a product form solution and so, it can be solved easily and several performance measures can be deduced.
In future work, we will consider the requests with different priority levels in order to take into account their Quality of Service (QoS). We will also consider in the model different strategies for service disciplines.
